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Take this Book.... and Listen to It?
Malcolm Gladwell has been making the rounds to plug his book Talking to
Strangers: What We Should Know About People We Don't Know. During his
sitdown with Bill Simmons, Gladwell mentioned that his audiobook was
radically different from previous audiobooks, since the publisher knew that was
where the bulk of sales would be. This was based on the recent success of the
audiobook version of Jordan Peterson's 12 Rules for Life (covered here last
year), where audio versions of the book outsold other formats. Gladwell
mentions that Peterson made his name on YouTube, so his fans identified his
message with his voice. They didn't want to hear themselves read it. They
wanted to hear him say it. This prompted Gladwell to release an audiobook
resembling his Revisionist History podcast. Seinfeld fans will remember the
episode where George obtains audiobooks because he wants to hear someone
else's voice but then is disappointed when the audio version features a voice
eerily similar to his own. Since none of us sound like Gladwell, I think we're
safe.
We've invested more in audiobooks recently after I heard at April's Academic &
College Research Libraries Conference that one library witnessed audiobooks
making up 2/3 of their digital checkouts even though they comprised less than
1/3 of their digital collections.
Gladwell's comments made me think about the intimacy and authenticity that
comes through hearing a person's voice. In the digital age, when that option is
available, people are taking it. We don't just want Gladwell's message. We want
Gladwell's voice bringing Gladwell's message.
I'm curious, if an author's authentic voice is better appreciated aurally rather
than visually, will this affect the future of books? What will the future of the
printed page be when the spoken page seems so appealing? Librarian-types
have been prepared to wage war against electronic books for decades now, and
in some ways (as reported by Amy Fry's work in the last Footnotes) we might
look more like Don Quixote fighting windmills. Meanwhile, we might turn our
attention away from ebooks and consider their audio cousins. How will this
media, which can be appreciated while walking, jogging, cycling, and driving
slice (or expand?) the current book market? Will this change not only how
authors deliver their books but also how they "write" them? Will the language
become simpler? What about reference works that are useful in print/digital,
but not as audio files? Will items that translate poorly into audio (charts and
footnotes) become extinct? Will we forget how to read? Ok. That last one is
pretty sensationalist. But these are good topics to think about that I'll try to
monitor in upcoming issues.

Speech! Speech!
There has been chatter about how politicians talk. The speech of this particular
Democratic race has been the most vulgar political race since at least, well,
2016. Straight talk from candidates doesn't seem to bother voters, and few
candidates seem to be dipping into Amy Vanderbilt's Complete Book of
Etiquitte. Recent studies suggest that the most offensive word among
Americans is a racial slur. The most optimistic way to view this is probably that
we're talking about people in a kinder way and bodily functions in a cruder way.
The only people who might lose in this arrangement are proctologists. In any
case, people seem to like the authenticity and transparency of public leaders
who speak the lingua franca without begging for a pardon of their French.
The public has always had a tolerance (or craving?) for a little more spice from
their leading figures. When James Joyce's Ulysses was released in Europe
between 1918 and 1920, the book wasn't permitted to be published in America
because of its racy content, as it was considered by authors and critics to be
dirty, indecent, and obscene. In his recent essay in The New York Review of
Books, Michael Chabon details the American history of the title, which began
with a book printer who wanted to establish himself in the publishing industry,
where his business plan included printing books that were in the public domain
as well as miscellaneous titles by lesser-known authors. But he needed a big fish
to drive the business, which led him to Paris to try to get Joyce's instant-classic
into the states. After months and years of smuggling, litigating, protesting, and
coniving, this emerging publisher finally saw a legal reversal that opened the
door for Ulysses to come to the U.S. His plot worked. Americans showed a
hunger for the real voice that came through the crude Ulysses, and
the publishing house that printed these random titles was born: Random
House.
Ulysses's reception foreshadowed an audience that wanted the truth—crude or
otherwise. And the more real, raw, and uncensored the better.
Well, maybe.
While our boundaries might be expanding relative to how we talk about sex and
using the restroom, I'm not sure we've become hardier when it comes to what
other people say.
Bill Maher recently took shots at fat people, suggesting that part of the problem
for America's health care problem is that we've refused to shame those who are
fat. Let's just say Maher isn't preparing for a 2020 run for public office. Latenight counterpart James Corden used his platform to defend the horizontallychallenged and to say that while the specifics of Maher's argument might have
been correct (yes, Americans carry some extra baggage), his tone accomplished
nothing in solving the problem, since shaming fat people is unlikely to reduce
shame among fat people. Corden had the authentic message which is that while
Maher was a thin, elitist comedian talking about fat people, Corden was a
pudgy, everyman comedian talking among them. That voice authenticity thing.
Meanwhile, recent critics have taken on rock-star comedian Dave Chappelle's
not-safe-for-construction site comedy special Sticks and Stones, where he dips
his toe into every controversial issue from the past ten years and then says
something about that topic that comes off anywhere from brilliantly insightful
to tone-deafly aloof. Had any other person delivered these jokes, they'd likely
find themselves begging for a job at White Castle. Again: authenticity and voice.
Also again, Chappelle uses language that would make grandma freak to make a
larger point about free speech that would make a freshman at CalBerkeley freak. This might point to a slight generational difference, which could
be that younger generations tolerate a certain crudity in speech, but have more
reservations about free speech than their grandparents might have. That older
generation might assume particular words are in poor taste, but cling to free
speech as a fundamental right.
Society must balance the positive emotional sensation a person receives by
saying something with the negative emotional sensation a person receives
through hearing something. True, there might be a person who gets some sense
of self-actualization out of yelling "Fire" in a crowded building, but as a public
we've decided that the harm done to others is too costly. On the other hand, all
of us would love to go through life without having our perspectives challenged
or our feelings hurt. But again, that is asking too much of the public. This is the
balance being currently negotiated by thought leaders (and campus presidents)
such as Wesleyan University President Michael S. Roth, who published Safe
Enough Spaces: A Pragmatist’s Approach to Inclusion, Free Speech, and
Political Correctness on College Campuses.
We like an authentic message from an authentic voice—particularly when we
agree with that message and align with that voice. Since we so often disagree,
we are left with a bit of chaos. This makes a book like Gladwell's Talking to
Strangers all the more useful.

Growth in the Other Churches of Christ
Most of you have already seen the alarming studies that have come out relative
to the decline of membership in Churches of Christ.
One thing that gives me hope (despite the bad news) is that our brothers and
sisters in the Christian Church/Churches of Christ tradition are not in decline.
This, at least, lets us know that some of our commitments (like believer's
baptism or a high view Scripture) are not the barriers to our growth--since they
share those commitments. Instead, it must be something else.
The Christian Standard recently featured congregations between 250-1000
members. These congregations average 22 baptisms per church for medium
churches (250-499) and 35 per year for large churches (500-999).

Something tells me that is considerably more than the numbers experienced in
Churches of Christ. While it's a good idea to try to keep people from slipping out
the back door, we might want to make sure the front one is open as well. Bobby
Ross sent this picture out from the New Day conference in Murfreesboro. I love
this. Perhaps this emphasis on discipleship might reverse some of our decline?

A Few More Footnotes
1. Two Church of Christ historians have recently put out new works. John
Mark Hicks released Searching for the Pattern: My Journey in
Interpreting the Bible. John Young published Visions of Restoration: The
History of Churches of Christ. Bobby Valentine reviewed Hicks's book
and Young's book. I've interacted with Hicks's work a bit. I took him for
Theological Hermeneutics while in graduate school, so the plot of his
work was familiar to me. The marriage of a memoir/hermeneutics
book might remind some of Tom Olbricht's Hearing God's Voice, but
Olbricht tells his life story (with his unique capacity for remembering
everything), while Hicks stays more with his own hermeneutical
development. I'll share more about these two books in an upcoming issue.
2. Some theological cleanup hitters took on Christian nationalism in this
open letter.
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